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This study describes the analytical performance of the QuantideX qPCR BCR-ABL IS Kit, the first Food
and Drug Administrationecleared assay designed to monitor breakpoint cluster regioneAbelson tyro-
sine-protein kinase 1 (BCR-ABL1) fusion transcripts isolated from peripheral blood specimens from
patients with chronic myeloid leukemia. This multiplex real-time quantitative RT-PCR assay amplifies
both e13a2 and e14a2 Major BCR-ABL1 transcripts and the reference target ABL1. The test results are
provided in international scale (IS) values by incorporating armored RNA-based calibrators that have
defined IS values tied directly to the World Health Organization BCR-ABL1 Primary Reference Materials,
without the necessity of determining and maintaining conversion factors. For each batch run, the
integrated interpretive software evaluates run and specimen quality control metrics (including a suf-
ficient amount of ABL1 control transcripts to ensure a minimal limit of detection) and calculates both
molecular response (MR) and %IS values for each specimen. The test has a limit of detection of MR4.7
(0.002%IS) and a linear range from MR0.3 (50%IS) to MR4.7 (0.002%IS) for both Major transcripts.
Single-site and multisite precision studies demonstrated a maximum SD of 0.13 MR (30% CV within
the assay range between MR0.7 and MR3.7). The performance of this BCR-ABL1 monitoring test meets
all of the clinical guideline recommendations for sensitivity and IS reporting for the management of
chronic myeloid leukemia patients. (J Mol Diagn 2019, 21: 718e733; https://doi.org/10.1016/
j.jmoldx.2019.03.002)
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There are approximately 1.8 newly diagnosed cases of
chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) per 100,000 individuals
per year, with the median age at diagnosis of 65 years.1

CML accounts for approximately 10% to 15% of all adult
cases of leukemia. The genetic hallmark of all cases of CML
is the reciprocal translocation between the long arms of
chromosomes 9 and 22, termed t(9; 22) (q34.1; q11.2),
generating a fusion gene breakpoint cluster regioneAbelson
tyrosine-protein kinase 1 (BCR-ABL1) on the derivative
chromosome 22 (alias the Philadelphia chromosome).2 Most
of the translocations occur between the Major breakpoint
cluster region of BCR and the intron upstream of exon 2 of
ABL1. The Major breakpoint cluster region occurs down-
stream of either exon 13 or exon 14 of BCR and results in
stigative Pathology and the Association for M
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the formation of the Major fusion transcript e13a2 or e14a2,
coding for a 210-kDa protein often referred to as p210.
Major fusion transcripts (ie, p210) account for >95% of
CML cases, and patients can exhibit both species of Major
BCR-ABL1 transcripts.3 In less than approximately 1% of
CML (and two-thirds of Philadelphia-positive acute
lymphoblastic leukemia), the translocation localizes to the
olecular Pathology. Published by Elsevier Inc.
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Analytical Validation of BCR-ABL1 Test
minor breakpoint cluster region of BCR, resulting in an e1a2
transcript that produces a 190-kDa protein.3 Furthermore, a
230-kDa protein is observed in rare CML cases from
translocation e19a2 and is designated as the micro
breakpoint.3 Even rarer variants have been identified,
including translocations at exon 3 of ABL1.4,5 In all cases,
the resulting BCR-ABL1 fusion protein is a constitutively
active kinase that can drive uncontrolled proliferation in
myeloid precursor cells, causing the clinical manifestation
of CML.

The specific structural characteristics of the chimeric
BCR-ABL1 protein allowed for the generation and subse-
quent Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval of
several tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) designed to inhibit
the intrinsic kinase activity of the ABL1 moiety of the
hybrid protein.6 The ability of these TKIs to reduce the
number of leukemic cells in CML patients to levels far
below previous chemotherapy- or interferon-based treat-
ments has driven demand for a more sensitive, validated
molecular monitoring method to track the dynamics of the
disease. The pivotal International Randomized Study of
Interferon and STI571 (IRIS) trial established quantitative
RT-PCR (RT-qPCR) as the laboratory method of choice for
monitoring the reduction of BCR-ABL1 transcripts in TKI-
treated CML patients.7 On the basis of this and many other
studies, RT-qPCR is considered the gold standard method of
monitoring BCR-ABL1 transcripts, as recommended by
internationally recognized guidelines for the management
of CML (National Comprehensive Cancer Network, https://
www.nccn.org/professionals/physician_gls/PDF/cml.pdf, last
accessed February 20, 2018).8

Despite the clinical successes achieved with FDA-
approved targeted therapies in CML, there remains the
widespread challenge of consistently and reproducibly
monitoring BCR-ABL1 transcript levels because of the
variation in the design and performance characteristics of
research-use-only reagents and laboratory-developed tests.
To align patient monitoring to established clinical mile-
stones and to address the portability of patient-specific data
across methods and laboratories, the National Institutes of
Health Consensus Group recommended the standardization
of BCR-ABL1 monitoring using an international scale
(IS).9 The IS is a numeric scale anchored to the standard-
ized baseline established in the IRIS trial (100%IS) with a
3-log reduction from baseline defined as a major molecular
response (MMR; MR3; 0.1%IS).7 Laboratory harmoniza-
tion was established, validated, and repeatedly revalidated
through sample exchange with an IS-aligned laboratory,
generating a laboratory-specific conversion factor that,
when applied to results from that laboratory’s RT-qPCR
test, aligned patient results to the IS.10 Subsequently, the
National Comprehensive Cancer Network (https://www.
nccn.org/professionals/physician_gls/PDF/cml.pdf) and the
European LeukemiaNET8 incorporated reporting BCR-
ABL1 transcripts directly on the IS into the clinical
guideline recommendations for managing CML patients. To
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allow harmonization between methods, the World Health
Organization then established the first World Health Orga-
nization International Genetics Reference Panel for quanti-
tation of BCR-ABL translocation by RQ-PCR (National
Institute for Biological Standards and Control code 09/138)
in limited quantities.11

This study describes the performance characteristics of
the first US FDA-cleared molecular test to monitor BCR-
ABL1 transcripts in CML patients. The test reports results in
both the MR scale and %IS through the use of traceable
armored RNA reference materials and using automated
software with integrated quality control algorithms. Over
7300 data points were generated on RNA extracted from
human peripheral blood specimens to validate the test’s
performance characteristics, including >3600 such data
points across studies for limit of detection (LOD; MR4.7),
limit of quantitation (LOQ; MR4.7), linearity (from MR0.3
to MR4.7), limit of blank (LOB; undetected), and both
single-site and multisite precision across four independent
laboratories. Furthermore, the test is sufficiently precise to
rely on singleton testing for each patient specimen using
RNA isolated via typical methods from specimens up to 72
hours after venipuncture.

Materials and Methods

Specimen Preparation

Results included in this report were generated using RNA
derived from CML-positive human blood specimens, non-
leukemic human blood specimens, or cell line cultures.
Blood specimens were obtained with patient consent under a
clinical protocol under institutional review board approvals.
Blood specimens were collected in EDTA anticoagulant and
isolated within 72 hours of venipuncture. Leukocytes were
counted by hematological analysis using a COULTER Ac$T
diff Analyzer (Beckman Coulter Inc., Brea, CA) to ensure
sufficient material for each study was processed into RNA.
Specimens were combined with five volumes of Erythrocyte
Lysis Buffer (Qiagen, Germantown, MD), incubated at
room temperature for 5 minutes, and then centrifuged at
500 � g at 4�C for 5 minutes to pellet remaining cells. Cell
pellets were resuspended in two volumes of Erythrocyte
Lysis Buffer, incubated an additional 5 minutes at room
temperature, and again centrifuged for 5 minutes at 500 � g
at 4�C. These leukocyte pellets were lysed in an appropriate
amount of TRIzol (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA)
to yield the equivalent of approximately 2 � 107 cells/mL,
unless otherwise noted (see RNA Isolation Method). Lysates
were then frozen at ��70�C until further processing. Un-
less otherwise noted, RNA was purified from blood at
various scales, according to the manufacturer-
recommended, isopropanol-based precipitation protocol for
TRIzol, scaled appropriately for bulk isolation. RNA quality
and quantity were analyzed using a NanoDrop ND-1000
(Thermo Fisher Scientific).
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RT-qPCR Method

All reaction components were provided within the Quanti-
deX qPCR BCR-ABL IS Kit (Asuragen, Inc., Austin, TX)
and used in accordance with the Instructions for Use (US
FDA clearance DEN160003), summarized herein. Each kit
contains sufficient reagents for 60 reaction wells across a
maximum of four uses. If a single run is performed, up to 49
specimens can be analyzed alongside the 11 calibrator and
control wells. Briefly, the calibrators and controls included
with the kit are based on Armored RNA Quant (ARQ)
technology.12 Four calibrators are composed of blends of
BCR-ABL1 and ABL1 RNA targets to recapitulate the CT

values observed in the kit with the World Health Organi-
zation primary reference materials. RNA materials were
designed to control for the relative batch run efficiency of
both the RT and PCR processes. Three controls are
formulated to BCR-ABL1 content that is at a high (>1%IS,
MR<2), low (<0.1%IS, MR>3), or negative (ABL1 only)
fusion transcript level. These materials were heat lysed and
then equilibrated to room temperature.

A total of 5 mL of RT Master Mix (3.5 mL per sample of
RT Buffer plus 1.5 mL per sample of RT Enzyme Mix) was
distributed to reaction wells on a Fast Optical 96-well plate
(Applied Biosystems by Thermo Fisher Scientific), followed
by 10 mL of either Kit Calibrators (prepared in duplicate),
Kit Controls (in singleton), or test specimens (1000 to 5000
ng per reaction in singleton, unless otherwise required by
the specific study design). RT was performed on 7500 Fast
Dx Real-Time PCR instruments (Applied Biosystems by
Thermo Fisher Scientific) and run in standard mode with the
following program: 25�C for 10 minutes, 42�C for 45 mi-
nutes, 93�C for 10 minutes, then hold at 25�C for up to 60
minutes. The qPCR setup was initiated during this final 60-
minute hold step.

For qPCR, a 15-mL qPCR Master Mix containing 11 mL
per sample of qPCR Buffer, 3.4 mL Test Primer/Probe
Mix, and 0.6 mL qPCR Enzyme Mix was added to each
intended-use well on a new 96-well reaction optical plate,
followed by 10 mL of cDNA product from the RT.
Thermal cycling was performed on 7500 Fast Dx Real-
Time PCR instruments in standard mode with the
following thermal cycling conditions: 95�C for 10 mi-
nutes, 40 cycles of 95�C for 15 seconds and 63�C for 1
minute, collecting data on the Cy5 (for ABL1) and FAM
(for BCR-ABL1) channels, and using the ROX channel as
a passive reference dye. Other instruments that contain
these fluorescence channels might be used with appro-
priate validation. However, differences in optical system
design and thermal cycling technology may yield unan-
ticipated performance shifts.

Data Analysis

All batch run files generated by the 7500 Fast Dx system
were analyzed using 21 CFR Part 11 Module 7500 Fast
720
Real-Time PCR System Sequence Detection software
version 1.4.1 (Applied Biosystems by Thermo Fisher
Scientific). The background fluorescence baseline cycles
and threshold levels are determined using the following
parameters: Cy5 (ABL1) using a manual threshold of
0.05 and a manual baseline from cycle 5 to 13 and FAM
(BCR-ABL1) using auto threshold and auto baseline.
SDS files were then directly processed (without export)
through QuantideX qPCR IS Kit software version 1.1
(Asuragen, Inc.) to extract the CT of each reaction,
generate the standard curve, automatically assess quality
control pass/fail criteria for the batch run and specimens,
and calculate the result of each test specimen. Results
detailed in this study are from runs that passed all quality
control criteria for the calibrators, controls, and test
specimens (eg, sufficient specimen ABL1 to ensure a
minimal LOD for the system). The acceptance criteria for
each batch run include automated review of the controls,
which are also disclosed in the test system’s instructions
as follows: high control, MR�2.0 (�1%IS); low control,
MR�3.0 (�0.1%IS); and negative control, undetected
(sufficient ABL1). For cases in which any one of
these three conditions was not met, the batch run was
considered invalid and no data were reported for the
unknown specimens. This is discussed further in Overall
Performance, in Results.
The QuantideX IS software reports both MR values

(MR in logs of reduction from the international baseline
of 100%IS, or MR0) and %IS by linear regression to
an IS-aligned, four-point, four-log standard curve of
DCT(BCR-ABL1)-(ABL1) versus MR. Although most publica-
tions originally assigned MR values in bins (eg, MR4,
MR4.5, or MR5 as a scoring system in Cross et al13), the
concept of a continuous MR scale was introduced early in
the kit’s development. As such, the primary output of the
standard curve is MR, using lot-specific calibrator values
traced to the World Health Organization primary reference
set, and requires no further correction or conversion factor
for alignment to the IS. Each %IS was calculated auto-
matically by the software as the antilog of MR (ie, %
IS Z 102�MR). All statistical analyses were performed on
the primary MR output and, therefore, all statistical results
(eg, SDs) are in the same log10 scale. The %IS measure-
ment is a historical convention well understood in the field.
However, data are not normally distributed when reported
on this scale, and a long tail is often observed. Where
reported, analysis of %IS was performed after a log10
transformation of the data because it is normally distributed
after such transformation and the assumptions of general
statistical methods therefore apply. Results are converted
back to the arithmetic %IS scale using Equations 1 and 2,
which are required to properly calculate the mean and SD
when using data transformed from normal to nonnormal
distributions (ie, SD of MR to SD of %IS). The random
variable X Z %IS and Y Z log10(X). The mean of %IS
(mx) is calculated using Equation 1 from the mean and
jmd.amjpathol.org - The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics
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variance of the log10 (%IS) values (my and s2y ). The equa-
tions for mean (Equation 1) and variance (Equation 2) are
from a report by Quan and Zhang.14 Base 10 was
substituted for each instance of natural base (e) in
conformance with the scale of MR value.14

Mean: mxZemyþ
s2y
2 ð1Þ

Variance: s2
xZðmxÞ2

�
es

2
y � 1

�
ð2Þ

Test Specimens

With the exceptions of analytical specificity (exclusivity)
and RNA isolation method (see below for each), all test
specimens were either human CML-positive clinical speci-
mens (whole blood stability), human CML-negative speci-
mens (LOB), or human diagnostic-level (ie, MR<1.0)
CML-positive clinical specimens diluted into human
CML-negative specimens (all other studies).

Single-Site and Multisite Precision

A single RNA panel was used for both single-site precision
studies (Asuragen, Inc.) and multisite precision studies
(Oregon Health and Science University, Portland OR;
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
PA; Laboratory Corporation of America, Research Triangle
Park, NC; and Asuragen, Inc.). Specimens were composed
of five RNA isolates from residual clinical CML-positive
whole blood specimens, each serially diluted into RNA
from CML-negative whole blood. The CML-negative RNA
samples were used either individually or mixed to achieve
five distinct backgrounds of sufficient quantity and biolog-
ical variability. Therefore, the panel consisted of five dilu-
tion seriesdtwo series of e13a2, two of e14a2, and one
mixed e13a2/e14a2dwith five target MR values per series
(MR1, MR2, MR3, MR3.5, MR4; or 10%IS, 1%IS, 0.1%IS,
0.032%IS, and 0.01%IS, respectively), for a total of 25
unique specimens. Actual values were determined from data
generated across 20 total runs by three operators using three
kit lots and three qPCR instruments and testing five samples
in duplicate per run (single-site precision) or with two op-
erators at each of three sites across 5 days testing 25 samples
in duplicate per run to investigate site- and lot-specific
variability (primary arm of multisite precision). A second
arm of the multisite precision study was performed at a
fourth site to investigate operator- and day-specific vari-
ability. RNA concentration for each panel member
was normalized to 3000 ng/RT, the middle of the kit’s
required input range. In total, 200 measurements were
generated for the single-site precision study (n Z 20 runs �
5 samples � 2 replicates Z 200) and 1200 measurements
were generated for the multisite precision study (arm 1:
n Z 3 sites � 5 days � 25 samples � 2 replicates Z 750;
The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics - jmd.amjpathol.org
arm 2: n Z 3 operators � 3 runs � 25 samples � 2
replicates Z 450). Data were analyzed using a random
effect analysis of variance using the lmer function (https://
www.rdocumentation.org/packages/lme4/versions/1.1-19/
topics/lmer) in R software version 3.2.2 (The R Project for
Statistical Computing, https://www.r-project.org). The
means and SDs were calculated using unmodified mean
and SD functions in R. All samples targeted to the same
MR value were grouped as replicates, giving n Z 40 at
each of the five levels. The SD values from individual
potential sources of variation are reported in Supplemental
Tables S1 and S2.

The precision study’s acceptance criteria were derived by
a requirement of the test to distinguish specimens at the
clinically relevant cut point of MR3 from those at one log
lower analyte level at MR4. This supports assessment of the
relapse definition of a 1-log increase in BCR-ABL1 with
concomitant loss of MMR (MR3.0) (https://www.nccn.org/
professionals/physician_gls/PDF/cml.pdf). For example,
assuming independent error for the two samples, and SDs
of 0.21 and 0.29 for samples at MR3.0 and MR4.0,
respectively, the SD of the difference in measured MR
values would be

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:212 þ 0:292

p
Z 0:36, implying that a

95% CI for the difference in MR between the two
samples would exclude 0 (ie, MR3.0 � 0.36 and MR4.
0 � 0.36 do not overlap, and the samples can therefore be
distinguished). Although this criterion defined acceptable
imprecision at this low level of analyte that approaches
the anticipated LOD, greater precision is desired at higher
%IS values and attainable with this technology.10 There-
fore, the three bins of acceptable performance were devel-
oped in Table 1, wherein more stringent criteria are set for
higher analyte levels. The MR3 and MR4 levels discussed
above fall within the lower two bins. The imprecision of the
single MR value is compounded from two separate mea-
surements, each with its own level of error: BCR-ABL1 and
ABL1. Consistent with data performance representation
standards from the US FDA (FDA Office of Regulatory
Affairs, Office of Regulatory Science, https://www.scribd.
com/document/329743903/ora-laboratory-manual, last
accessed September 21, 2018), the ratio of these two
measurements is only as precise as the least specific
quantification included in its calculation. Therefore, the
accumulated variability embedded in an MR value will be
equivalent to or higher than that from a single measure
with a comparable level of precision.

Limit of Blank

Specimens were composed of RNA from nonleukemic
human whole blood specimens presumed to be negative or
undetectable for the Major BCR-ABL1 breakpoints
detected by the test. RNA isolation followed the same
conditions used for patient specimens (see RNA Isolation
Method). The study was designed to test the LOB of the
test system, which begins with RNA extracted via a
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Table 1 Study Criteria for Precision

Log scale Linear scale

MR value SD criteria %IS value* % CV
<3.5 �0.21 >0.0316 �50
3.5e4.25 �0.29 0.0316e0.0056 �75
>4.25 �0.36 <0.0056 �100

Data expressed as %IS are not normally distributed. However, MR values
are normally distributed, facilitating statistical analyses. The %IS values
above are shown to bridge to historical perspectives only. The estimated %
CV for the %IS values were calculated to be equivalent to the SD criteria set
for the MR space.
*Shown for reference; SD values of MR measurements formed the defin-

itive acceptance criteria.
IS, international scale; MR, molecular response.

Brown et al
laboratory-validated method. The RT and qPCR steps for
all batch runs included the standard set of calibrators and
controls. Thirty specimens from unique donors, ranging
from 1000 to 5000 ng/RT, were tested across multiple kit
lots, operators, calendar days, and qPCR instruments,
yielding 265 valid test results. Each of the nine batch runs
contained a singleton of each of the 30 specimens. Any
specimen that had sufficient ABL1 without detectable
BCR-ABL1 (ie, no CT value within the 40 qPCR cycles
performed) was considered undetected for the transcripts
of the Major BCR-ABL1 translocations. Analysis followed
EP17-A2 as a guide.15 The section “Probit Approach,”
whereby LOB was assumed to be 0 (ie, for a qPCR assay,
a sample putatively negative for the target of interest does
not cross threshold within the number of cycles per-
formed), was followed and verified through testing.
Limit of Detection

Specimens were composed of RNA from residual clinical
CML-positive whole blood specimens serially diluted into
RNA from nonleukemic whole blood. Four panels were
generated from separate CML-positive specimens, two
positive for e13a2 and two positive for e14a2, with seven
members per panel ranging from approximately MR4.5 to
MR6.0. Actual MR results were determined from data
generated across 40 runs using four operators, using four
instruments, and spanning 10 calendar days. Reaction
input was normalized to 1000 ng/RT to ensure that the
system’s LOD was calculated using the lowest and,
therefore, most challenging recommended input. In total,
60 measurements were generated for each of the 28 panel
members using two kit lots, yielding 1680 possible unique
measurements. Measurements that generated a CT value
for BCR-ABL1 were considered positive, and a result of
no CT was considered undetected. This study design and
subsequent analysis used EP17-A2 as a guide.15 From
1678 valid measurements, LOD was assessed by both
Probit regression and nonparametric (the “Classical
Method” described in EP17-A2) analyses. Probit models
722
were fit by R version 3.0.1 using a generalized linear
model function and plotted with the ggplot2 software
package version 2.2.1 (https://ggplot2.tidyverse.org). For
nonparametric analysis, data for all low-level specimens
targeted to the expected LOD of 4.7 (based on range-
finding via Probit) were combined into a single distribu-
tion after controlling for those exceeding a type II error
rate of 5% (ie, a �95% true detection rate). The median of
the distribution was calculated as the LOD.
Limit of Quantitation

Specimens were composed of RNA from residual clinical
CML-positive whole blood specimens serially diluted into
RNA from CML-negative whole blood. Six unique
specimens, two positive for e13a2 and four positive for
e14a2, were generated with a target value of MR4.7 at an
RNA input of 1000 ng/RT. Actual MR results were
determined from data generated across four runs with five
replicates per specimen per run across two kit lots,
generating a total of 120 possible measurements (of
which 119 were valid). The SD of each specimen was
compared with the allowable precision of the assay (see
Precision section). This study used EP17-A2 as a guide.15
Linearity

Specimens were composed of RNA from residual clinical
CML-positive whole blood specimens serially diluted into
RNA from CML-negative whole blood. The test panel
consisted of 18 specimens (nine levels for each breakpoint
e13a2 and e14a2) ranging from targets of MR0.3 to
MR4.8. Actual MR results were determined from data
generated across six runs, with two runs for each of the
three reagent lots. Samples targeted at MR4.3, 4.6, and
4.9 were assayed in quadruplicate. All others were
assayed in duplicate. RNA input for each panel member
was normalized to 3000 ng/RT, the middle of the required
input range. In total, 144 measurements were generated
per breakpoint (total n Z 288). Per EP06-A,16 first-,
second-, and third-order polynomial regression equations
were calculated using the lm function in R version 3.2.2,
and under the assumption of nonlinearity, the SEMs of
the second- and third-order variables were checked for
both significance (P � 0.05) and maximum allowable
deviation from linearity (selected as within �0.5 log10).
RNA Mass Input Range

Specimens were composed of RNA from residual clinical
CML-positive whole blood specimens diluted into RNA from
CML-negative whole blood to target MR values of 1.0, 3.0,
4.3, or 4.7 at 600 ng/mL and then serially diluted into nuclease-
free water to 500, 300, 100, 75, and 25 ng/mL. A constant 10
mL of RNA was loaded per RT reaction. Each of the six
jmd.amjpathol.org - The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics
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RNA input levels at each of the four MR values were tested
with nine replicates, for a total of 216 valid measurements.

Whole Blood Specimen Stability

Thirteen separate (not mixed or otherwise preprocessed),
CML-positive whole blood specimens were received from
collection sites in 10-mL EDTA vacutainers (two to three
vacutainers per specimen) shipped on cold packs pulled from
storage at 2�C to 8�C. On receipt, each specimen was time
stamped, consolidated into a 50-mL centrifuge tube, analyzed
for white blood cell count, portioned into four separate EDTA
vacutainers, and then stored at 2�C to 8�C. Processing into cell
lysate for each aliquot in the specimen set occurred either
immediately (ie, as soon as possible after receipt, usually
approximately 24 hours after venipuncture) or at approxi-
mately 48, 60, or 72 hours after venipuncture. Lysates were
stored at ��70�C until RNA isolation and subsequent RT-
qPCR.Each specimenwas tested in three to nine replicates per
time point (1000 ng/RT), dependent on the total mass of RNA
recovered from each vacutainer.

Because of geographical distance and, therefore, the neces-
sity of overnight shipment from the collection site to the pro-
cessing facility, CML-positive specimens could not be
processed within 24 hours after venipuncture. To establish
performance of the time course with a baseline closer to blood
draw, the stability of RNA was assessed before 24 hours in a
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supplemental study using three nonleukemic human blood
specimens, drawn at the processing facility, and then processed
in parallel at 4-, 24-, 48-, 72-, and 96-hour time points. Four
hours was the minimum amount of time needed for samples to
be drawn, submitted, transferred, accessioned, and processed
within the facility at Asuragen, Inc. After RT-qPCR, the ABL1
CT values were compared across time as the only measure that
could be obtained for these specimens (as BCR-ABL1 was
undetected in these nonleukemic specimens). For each spec-
imen, the lysates were processed into RNA simultaneously to
minimize uncontrolled variables.

Traceability to the International Scale

The World Health Organization generated a limited set of
primary reference materials (1RM) from lyophilized cell-line
mixtureswith BCR-ABL1/control gene values reported on the
IS11 and available to selectedmanufacturers. ARQ technology
was used to generate stable, synthetic RNA molecules
encapsidated in a bacteriophage protein coat to resist degra-
dation.17e19 A master lot of ARQ secondary reference mate-
rials (2RM) was manufactured and assigned values after
alignment to the1RM(data not shown), and subsequently used
to align each new lot of kit calibrators (tertiary reference ma-
terials, or 3RM) to the 1RM (Figure 1). A unique set of 3RM
calibrators is generated for each batch lot of test with unique
values assigned through traceable testing. The traceability of
c., 2RM

Figure 1 Schematic of traceability to the pri-
mary World Health Organization (WHO) standard
reference materials (1RM). The schematic depicts
the manufactured lots of kit calibrators as tertiary
reference materials (3RM) aligned to the World
Health Organization primary reference materials
(1RM) through a master lot of secondary standards
(2RM) built using Armored RNA Quant technology.
RT-qPCR, real-time quantitative RT-PCR.
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the 3RM to the 1RM was validated by measuring the MR
values of each of the four 1RM panel members in duplicate
using three different lots of kit (each of which includes a
separate lot of 3RM) across three runs (one run per lot).

RNA Isolation Method

A panel of white blood cells enriched via erythrocyte lysis
from diagnostic-level human CML-positive whole blood
was serially diluted across four logs into human CML-
negative whole blood. This white blood celleintoewhole
blood scheme was used to avoid coagulation due to histo-
incompatibility while still providing an RNA matrix derived
entirely from human whole blood. However, as the initial
MR value of the freshly drawn CML-positive source sample
was unknown a priori, targeting highly accurate MR values
was not feasible. Each specimen was divided and subjected
to RNA extraction using three methods: i) TRIzol guanidi-
nium thiocyanate-phenol-chloroform extraction with iso-
propanol precipitation (Thermo Fisher Scientific), ii)
column-based RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen), and iii) an auto-
mated, customized magnetic beadebased isolation [King-
fisher Flex (Thermo Fisher Scientific); RNAClean XL
(Beckman Coulter)]. RNA samples were further divided and
assayed across two kit lots. All three isolation methods were
evaluated for equivalency by assessing the variability of all
MR values per specimen against the acceptable error of the
method (see Single-Site and Multisite Precision).

Analytical Specificity

Eleven off-target fusion transcripts were evaluated to assess
analytical specificity of the assay for detection of the Major
p210 fusion transcripts of BCR-ABL1 (e13a2, e14a2). Testing
included cell lineederived RNA (because of difficulty in
collecting certain primary human materials) for the panel:
four acute myeloid leukemia fusions (RUNX1-RUNX1T1,
Table 2 Single-Site and Multisite Precision

Target MR Mean MR SD Target

Single-site precision
1 0.70 0.08 10
2 1.63 0.08 1
3 2.66 0.08 0.1
3.5 3.18 0.10 0.03
4 3.68 0.13 0.01

Multisite precision
1 0.74 0.06 10
2 1.69 0.07 1
3 2.70 0.09 0.1
3.5 3.22 0.13 0.03
4 3.72 0.13 0.01

The precision of the assay was evaluated with both single-site and multisite stud
herein were combined per target MR level. SD values of MR measurements form
reference. Supplemental Tables S1 and S2 detail each specimen and source of va
IS, international scale; MR, molecular response.
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PML-RARA,CBFB-MYH11, andMLLT3-KMT2A), four acute
lymphoblastic leukemia fusions (ETV6-RUNX1, TCF3-PBX1,
KMT2A-AFF1 e9e5, andKMT2A-AFF1 e10e4), and one CML
fusion (BCR-ABL1 e1a2minor breakpoint cluster region). Two
in vitro transcripts were also generated because of difficulty in
obtaining certain cell lines. These in vitro transcripts were then
blended with nonleukemic cellular RNA: one acute myeloid
leukemia fusion (RBM15-MKL1) and one CML fusion (BCR-
ABL1 e19a2 micro breakpoint). The in vitro transcript for this
breakpoint contained only the exons BCR e19 and ABL1 a2,
which is a limitation. Because native e19a2 mRNA encom-
passes the BCR exon that contains one of the system’s primer
binding regions, it may inefficiently amplify a large amplicon
and, therefore, generate a low-level, false-positive signal. Each
panel specimen was tested in triplicate across three lots to
validate exclusivity. Inclusivity was inherently supported by
specific positive detection across all BCR-ABL1e
positive specimens in this study.

Results

Single-Site and Multisite Precision

The specimens within the challenge panel were measured
from MR0.7 to MR3.7. The small shift from the target
levels (MR1.0 to MR4.0, respectively) was attributed to
ABL1 contribution from the diagnostic-level CML-positive
source specimens (compared with the ABL1 in the CML-
negative background diluent at the same RNA concentra-
tion), which affected the initial dilution to MR1.0 (data not
shown) and was propagated to subsequent dilutions.
The observed SDs for all specimens satisfied all pre-

determined precision criteria (Table 1 and Table 2). Because
each of the five dilution series was a unique formulation
event, the components of variability were initially charac-
terized separately for each of the 25 samples (Supplemental
Tables S1 and S2). Further analysis was performed by
%IS Mean %IS % CV N

20.3613 16.6 40
2.3423 11.7 40
0.2211 11.0 40

2 0.0663 16.8 40
0.0215 18.9 40

18.1906 13.7 240
2.0787 15.8 240
0.2031 20.9 240

2 0.0628 29.4 240
0.0197 29.9 240

ies by testing five separate dilution series across five target MR values. Data
ed the definitive acceptance criteria. %IS values are shown for historical
riation separately.
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Figure 2 Determination of analytical sensitivity. The limit of detection
(LOD) of the assay was established at molecular response (MR) 4.7 (0.002%
international scale) from 1678 valid data points generated from human
clinical RNA specimens across 40 test runs by four operators and using two
lots of reagents. Data were used to assess the limit of detection by Probit
analysis, where the x axis represents median MR value of 60 replicates at
each of the 28 dilution points and the y axis represents the probability of a
positive result. This yielded an estimate at the 95% probability level
(positivity fraction; solid horizontal line) of MR4.74, which is shown as a
vertical dotted line. Other probabilities were determined from the model
as 85% at MR5.02, 75% at MR5.19, 50% at MR5.51, and 25% at MR5.82.

Analytical Validation of BCR-ABL1 Test
combining the data for all five samples within each of the
five target MR levels (Table 2). The maximum SD in this
analysis was 0.13 MR units (18.9% CV for %IS) observed
during the single-site precision study and 0.13 MR units
(29.9% CV for %IS) observed during the multisite precision
study (Table 2). Combining the data by each target MR
value in this precision analysis includes variability of the
test system as well as the five independent sample dilutions.
Each of the five samples targeted to each MR level were
expected to give slightly different MR values. Indeed, mean
Table 3 LOD Data

Transcript identity Unique specimens Valid measurements

e13a2 3 179
e14a2 7 420

The LOD of the test was estimated using Probit analysis (Figure 2) and validated
targeted near the expected LOD of MR4.7 (�0.002%IS) were detected. MR measur
historical reference.
IS, international scale; LOD, limit of detection; MR, molecular response.

The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics - jmd.amjpathol.org
MR values were observed at the lowest analyte level in the
single-site study of 3.54, 3.60, 3.67, 3.88, and 3.68 for
dilution series 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. However, the
precision measured across independent dilution series was
comparable to the individual sample precision in most cases.
Limit of Blank

The assumption of LOB Z 0 (or undetected in the kit) was
confirmed by singleton testing of 30 distinct nonleukemic
human RNA specimens across nine replicate plates, with a
maximum false-positive rate of 5% allowed for confirma-
tion. Of 265 valid measurements, only two positive results
were observed (one positive result each from
two specimens), at MR5.71 (0.0002%IS) and MR5.35
(0.0004%IS), indicating a true negative rate of >99%. As
the 95th percentile (95% CI, 98.6%e100%) of results was,
therefore, 0, an LOB of 0 (or undetected) was confirmed. A
related study was performed to assess the inherent pro-
pensity of the test system to generate cross-contaminating
signal. No carryover contamination was observed when 25
wells of a high-positive (MR0.8 or 16%IS) specimen were
contiguously alternated in checkerboard manner with 25
wells of a CML-negative specimen across a 96-well plate.
All CML-negative specimens were reported as undetected
(sufficient ABL1) (data not shown).
Limit of Detection

Probit analysis of the full data set, including both break-
points and both reagent lots, yielded a 95% detection esti-
mate of MR4.74 (0.0018%IS) with an SEM of �0.04
(Figure 2). The goodness of fit of the Probit model was
validated by the Pearson c2 test. Probit analysis split by
either lot or BCR-ABL1 breakpoint supported an LOD
within the margin of error (data not shown). Other proba-
bilities determined from the Probit model included 85% at
MR5.02 (0.0010%IS), 75% at MR5.19 (0.0006%IS), 50%
at MR5.51 (0.0003%IS), and 25% at MR5.82 (0.0002%IS).
In other words, a specimen at MR5.5, for example, will be
detected approximately half of the times that it is assayed.
This detection limit was validated by nonparametric anal-
ysis, which yielded 96.1% detection at MR4.70 for the
e13a2 breakpoint and 95.2% detection at MR4.70 for the
e14a2 breakpoint (Table 3).
Positive results Detected, % LOD (MR) LOD (%IS)

172 96.1 4.70 0.002
400 95.2 4.70 0.002

using the nonparametric method, wherein >95% of all low-level specimens
ements formed the definitive acceptance criteria. %IS values are shown for
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Table 4 LOQ Data

Specimen no. Transcript identity Valid measurements MR (mean) SD Result

1 e13a2 20 4.79 0.27 Pass
2 e14a2 20 4.67 0.23 Pass
3 e14a2 19 4.80 0.34 Pass
4 e14a2 20 4.60 0.24 Pass
5 e14a2 20 4.87 0.25 Pass
6 e13a2 20 4.82 0.25 Pass

The LOQ of the assay was validated as MR4.7 (0.002% international scale) by measuring six low-level specimens across 119 valid measurements using two
lots of the kit across 3 testing days. All specimens satisfied the error criteria (SDMR � 0.36), supporting a limit beyond (and, therefore, constrained by) the
limit of detection of MR4.70.
LOQ, limit of quantitation; MR, molecular response.

Brown et al
Limit of Quantitation

LOQ was determined by identifying the challenge panel’s
specimen with the least analyte (ie, highest MR) whose
measured variability was within the preestablished allow-
able variability of the assay (set at SD � 0.36 per the pre-
cision studies). When the SD is calculated from all data
generated within a specimen across lots, all six specimens
met these acceptance criteria (Table 4). The highest
measured value was a mean of MR4.87. Results were
similar when separated by lot (data not shown). Because
MR4.87 is a lower level of analyte than the validated LOD,
the LOQ is constrained by LOD at MR4.7. Such an
observation can occur as LOD is based on positivity,
whereas LOQ is based on imprecision.
Linearity

Linearity was evaluated by three assessments (per EP06-A).16

First, the SD of test specimens must be within the allowable
precision of the assay (see Single-Site and Multisite
Precision). Second, the second- and third-order regression
statistics for the second- and third-order polynomials should
be nonsignificant (t-test, P < 0.05). Third, for any results
found to be significant, the absolute deviation from linearity
must be reported.

Combining data from two lots of the kit, linear regression
equations were calculated with slopes of 1.01 and 1.01 and
intercepts of �0.11 and �0.05 for e13a2 and e14a2, respec-
tively (Figure 3). Breakpoint e13a2 measured MR0.12 to
MR4.84, with amaximumSDof 0.17 at the highestMR value
tested. Breakpoint e14a2measuredMR 0.22 toMR 4.78, also
with a maximum SD of 0.17 at the highest MR value tested.

For both breakpoints, the second-order polynomial
regression had small, but statistically significant, second-
order coefficients, suggesting a small degree of nonlinearity:
0.02 (P Z 2 � 10�4) for e13a2 and 0.03 (P Z 1 � 10�5)
for e14a2. However, the deviation from linearity for the
second-order polynomial was trivial (ie, less than a tenth of
a log at �0.08 absolute MR units across the entire range).
Taken together, the linear range spans from at least MR0.3
(50%IS) to MR4.7 (0.002%IS).
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RNA Input Range

The ability of the system to maintain a similar measurement
(MR value) across the range of inputs recommended by the
instructions (1000 to 5000 ng per RT reaction) was evalu-
ated. A panel of samples challenged this performance
characteristic from 250 to 6000 ng RNA per RT as well as
spanned a broad range of MR values (MR1.0 to MR4.7).
Results are depicted in Figure 4, which suggests that at the
lowest input of 250 ng, a shift may be present in the two
samples of lowest analyte concentration (MR4.3 and
MR4.7).
To assess similarity of measurement from a quantitative

standpoint, the SD criteria used for precision were used
herein as an estimate of total analytical error (ie, the com-
bined effects of random variability plus any bias due to the
amount of RNA introduced into the system). The SD
calculated from measurements across all RNA inputs should
not exceed the predefined necessary precision of the assay.
When data within a comparable targeted MR value are
combined across input amounts, the total analytical error of
samples at each MR was within the acceptable criteria
(Supplemental Table S3), indicating minimal bias due to
RNA input. Specifically, the SDs calculated within each of
the four panel members were 0.04, 0.07, 0.21, and 0.27 at
MR1.0, MR3.1, MR4.3, and MR4.7, respectively. The SD
increased and hit rate (percentage of positive replicate re-
sults) decreased for samples near LOD at the lowest level of
input: MR4.7 at 33% (3/9) positive and SD Z 0.52 at 250
ng/RT (Supplemental Table S3). Therefore, despite main-
tenance of MR value within desired system precision when
data were combined throughout the range tested, using
<750 ng RNA may reduce the system’s ability to reliably
detect and quantify the LOD of MR4.7.
Whole Blood Specimen Stability

As the analyte of interest (RNA) is subject to degradation
through normal cellular processes, reviews and laboratory
guidelines have recommended isolating specimens within
24 hours of venipuncture to obtain the most quantifiable,
sensitive measurements of BCR-ABL1.9,20 However, this is
jmd.amjpathol.org - The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics
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Figure 3 Determination of the linear range of
the test. Linearity of the assay was established by
measuring a range spanning nearly five orders of
magnitude across 288 valid measurements across
two lots. The e13a2 and e14a2 breakpoints were
evaluated and charted separately (A and B,
respectively), with the x axis representing
the targeted molecular response (MR) value of the
specimen and the y axis representing the
measured MR value. The symbols are depicted
with 50% transparency to clarify overplotting. The
95% CI is shown in red around the largely over-
lapping, dotted linear regression line. The
green dotted lines are drawn at the limit of
detection of MR4.7. The linear regression spans
MR0.1 to MR4.8, with the equations indicated for
e13a2 and e14a2.

Analytical Validation of BCR-ABL1 Test
often difficult to achieve because many testing facilities
receive CML specimens from multiple clinical practices via
next-day mailing services. Therefore, we evaluated the
ability of the system to maintain a similar measurement (MR
value) for a given blood specimen from receipt to process-
ing (approximately 24 and 72 hours, respectively). Thirteen
CML-positive blood specimens were received and then
processed at multiple time points. The samples spanned
from MR0.2 to MR4.5 (Figure 5). As expected, higher
variability was observed in the samples approaching the
LOD of MR4.7. For each sample, the difference in MR
value for each time point was calculated compared with its
baseline value. The range of MR value differences for in-
dividual time points was �0.13 (specimen S13 at MR4.6
tested at the second of four points at 47 hours) to 0.26
(specimen S12 at MR4.4 tested at the third of four points at
61 hours), and the overall mean difference across all 13
specimens (n Z 39 time points) was 0.005 MR units. A
review of hit rate (portion of positive measurements)
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showed that all specimens were detected (defined as a valid
CT value for BCR-ABL1), indicating no decrease in posi-
tivity through the tested time points.

A study was also performed with an earlier baseline and
parallel processing using blood from three simultaneously
drawn CML-negative donors. It was predicted that degra-
dation of RNA under constant mass input on the same qPCR
batch run would be detected as an increase in CT value for
ABL1. All time points showed similar mean CT values and
overlapping 95% CI ranges (Supplemental Table S4),
indicating no gross decay of ABL1 mRNA for up to 96
hours after collection.

Traceability to the International Scale

To standardize reporting of patient values on the IS, the
World Health Organization generated a limited set of pri-
mary reference materials (1RM) from lyophilized cell-line
mixtures with values reported on the IS.11 ARQ technology
Panel Member
A

B

C

D

Figure 4 RNA input range. The RNA input
range of the assay was confirmed by measuring
specimens at four distinct molecular response
(MR) values with six total RNA input amounts,
including three input amounts outside of the
recommended input range: 250, 500, and 6000
ng. Dilution series labeled A, B, C, and D were
targeted to MR1.0, MR3.0, MR4.3, and MR4.5,
respectively. Actual values were determined on
testing. The x axis represents total RNA amount
included in the RT, and the y axis represents
measured MR value (with highest BCR-ABL1 ana-
lyte level at the top); symbol colors indicate
different specimens (depicted with 50% trans-
parency to clarify overplotting); the gray region is
the recommended input range (1000 to 5000 ng);
and the green dotted line is the test’s limit of
detection of MR4.7.
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was used to generate nuclease-resistant RNA for use as
calibrators in the test.17e19 The 2RM were aligned to the
1RM and were then used to align the calibrators included in
each kit lot (ie, 3RM) (Figure 1). The traceability of the
3RM was validated to the 1RM by testing the commut-
ability of values. The four 1RM panel members were
assayed using three different lots of kit. The MR values of
the 1RM, as measured by these three independent lots of
3RM, were plotted against the values published by the
World Health Organization for the 1RM (Figure 6). The
data demonstrated high correlation between the measured
and published 1RM values; linear regression yielded a
slope of nearly 1 at 1.1, a y-intercept of nearly 0 at �0.049,
and a coefficient of determination near 1 at 0.996 across all
three lots, with similar values within each lot (data not
shown).

RNA Isolation Method

A panel of blood samples was generated and then isolated to
RNA via three methods: guanidinium thiocyanate-phenol-
chloroform with isopropanol precipitation (TRIzol), manual
spin columns (RNeasy Mini Kit), and a custom, automated
magnetic beadebased isolation (Kingfisher Flex;
S01 S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S
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Figure 5 Whole blood specimen stability. The stability of whole blood RNA for
aliquots of human blood specimens from chronic myeloid leukemia (CML)epositiv
was tested with the kit a minimum of three times, and in some cases up to nine
replicate are plotted according to the time they were processed. The median, uppe
recommendations of Tukey,21 the whiskers extend to 1.5 times the upper and lo
measured outside this range. Actual time point of each specimen’s processing is
line is drawn at MR3 (equivalent to 0.1% and major molecular response). The y axi
top), and the solid orange line is drawn at MR4.7, the limit of detection of the te
across post-venipuncture time points for three CML-negative donors.
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RNAClean XL). Maximum SD within each RNA isolation
method was 0.08 MR units for all BCR-ABL1 levels tested
(Table 5). It was predicted that if the measured MR values
diverged between methods enough to affect interpretation,
then data combined across methods would show variability
that exceeds the precision limits set for the system. This was
not observed. When all data generated within a specimen
across all three isolation methods were combined, the SDs
showed a maximum of 0.08 MR units. This variability was
within the criteria established for precision.

Analytical Specificity

The exclusivity of the system to detect the Major break-
point cluster region was assessed against 11 other
leukemic targets. Only one false-positive value was
observed in 116 valid results: MR6.1 for KMT2A/AFF1
[t(4;11)(q21;q23), previously known as MLL/AF4], a
result that is 1.4 logs below the validated LOD of the test.
Furthermore, the other eight replicates for this sample
were negative. On the basis of the data, the test is inter-
preted to be specific for the BCR-ABL1 e13a2 and e14a2
transcripts across its linear range. This was the predicted
outcome based on in silico analyses performed early in the
07 S08 S09 S10 S11 S12 S13

50 62 74 49 60 72 96 22 46 60 73 27 48 60 75 28 49 59 73 23 48 61 73 28 47 59 76

lection (Hours)

BCR-ABL1 monitoring in the context of the kit was determined by processing
e patients over an approximate time frame of 72 hours. Each isolate of RNA
times (depending on RNA yield). Molecular response (MR) values for each
r, and lower quartiles are shown by the box-and-whisker plot. Following the
wer quantiles (first and third, respectively) and gray points denote values
shown rounded to the nearest hour after venipuncture. The dotted orange
s represents measured MR value (with highest BCR-ABL1 analyte level at the
st. Supplemental Table S4 shows estimates of imprecision of ABL1 CT value
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Table 5 RNA Isolation Method

Specimen no. Isolation Mean MR Median MR SD n

1 Kingfisher 0.61 0.62 0.06 16
1 RNeasy 0.62 0.64 0.07 16
1 TRIzol 0.73 0.75 0.05 16
1 All 0.66 0.67 0.08 48
2 Kingfisher 1.48 1.48 0.03 16
2 RNeasy 1.47 1.47 0.02 16
2 TRIzol 1.54 1.55 0.03 16
2 All 1.50 1.49 0.04 48
3 Kingfisher 2.49 2.47 0.04 16
3 RNeasy 2.48 2.48 0.03 16
3 TRIzol 2.56 2.55 0.03 16
3 All 2.51 2.50 0.05 48
4 Kingfisher 3.52 3.51 0.07 16
4 RNeasy 3.47 3.46 0.07 16
4 TRIzol 3.56 3.56 0.08 16
4 All 3.52 3.51 0.08 48

Freshly drawn, enriched, human white blood cells from a chronic myeloid
leukemia (CML)epositive donor were serially diluted across four logs into
CML-negative anticoagulated whole blood, generating specimens 1, 2, 3,
and 4. The resulting specimens were subjected to RNA extraction by three
methods: TRIzol guanidinium thiocyanate-phenol-chloroform extraction
with isopropanol precipitation, the column-based RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen),
and an automated, customized magnetic beadebased RNA isolation
(Kingfisher Flex using RNAClean XL magnetic beads). All three isolation
methods were evaluated for similarity by assessing the variability of all MR
values per specimen across the three methods against the acceptable
precision of the method. Shown are MR values (mean and median), SD, and
number of valid measurements (n). All refers to the aggregate data of all
three isolation methods within a specimen.
MR, molecular response.

y = 1.1x – 0.049 (R2 = 0.996)

Lot 2

Lot 1

Lot 3

Figure 6 Validation of traceability to the primary World Health Orga-
nization (WHO) standard reference materials (1RM). This study assessed the
traceability of tertiary reference materials (kit calibrators) to the 1RM
across three different manufacturing lots of the kit. Empirical molecular
response (MR) values for the World Health Organization primary (1RM)
materials generated using the kit (y axis) are plotted against the MR values
published in the World Health Organization primary reference panel’s in-
structions for use (x axis). The three lots are represented by blue (lot 1),
green (lot 2), and orange (lot 3) data points, each depicted with 25%
transparency to clarify overplotting (seen as darker areas on the chart’s
points). Regardless, the similarity of the data points leads to lot 1 data at
MR3 and MR4 being obscured by the other two lots. The 95% CI is plotted in
violet around the black dotted linear regression line. Regression analysis
and CIs are based on all data in aggregate.

Analytical Validation of BCR-ABL1 Test
primer development and selection process. Assessments
were also performed in silico for polymorphisms in the
primer binding sites. No allelic variations were found
within three nucleotides of the 30 end of any of the assay’s
primers, and all identified allele frequencies upstream of
this were <1% (not shown).

Overall Performance

A high-batch run pass rate was observed throughout the
studies, with assignable causes for failing specimens and
runs. In total, 252 batch runs were performed. Nine batch
runs (9/252, 3.6%) failed, all with assignable causes. Two
(2/252, 0.8%) were attributed to instrument error, both of
which were properly identified by the kit’s interpretive
software: one failure of the instrument’s software to call a
correct baseline and one failure of its optical system. Seven
failures (7/252, 2.8%) were attributed to operator error: not
starting the qPCR run before leaving the instrument; pre-
maturely ending the qPCR run; poor plate sealing, resulting
The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics - jmd.amjpathol.org
in evaporation; pipetting errors on the negative control; one
low calibrator R2 value; and two instances of a false-
negative calibrator. All of these errors were identified by
the interpretive software. The 243 valid batch runs (243/
252, 96.4%) contained 7662 reaction wells. Thirteen (13/
7662, 0.17%) wells failed, all with assignable causes: 12
occurrences (12/7662, 0.16%) of failure of the ABI 7500
Fast Dx instrument’s software to call a correct baseline and
1 occurrence (1/7662, 0.01%) of no ABL1 signal due to
operator error in pipetting.
Discussion

The robust patient responses to the approved, first-
generation BCR-ABL1 TKI imatinib were shown to
reduce the leukemic burden far below that of conventional
cytotoxic and interferon-based therapies, which drove the
development and incorporation of highly sensitive qPCR
technologies to monitor BCR-ABL1 transcripts for
improved CML patient management. Two clinically rele-
vant BCR-ABL1 measurements were generated from the
pivotal IRIS trial: a standardized study baseline that was
calculated as the median pretreatment BCR-ABL1 levels of
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30 chronic phase CML patients (now 100%IS or MR0) and
MMR at a 3-log reduction of normalized BCR-ABL1 levels
(now 0.1%IS or MR3).7 This and subsequent studies iden-
tified a critical need for standardization in an attempt to
define clinical outcomes, made clear by the difficulties in
aligning measurements across different laboratories using
different monitoring procedures. In 2005, the National
Institute of Health Consensus Group proposed the use of the
IS to monitor BCR-ABL1 transcripts by qPCR methods in
CML patients,9 which established a worldwide standard for
clinical practice and reporting guidelines that remain in
effect today (https://www.nccn.org/professionals/physician_
gls/PDF/cml.pdf).8

Standardization efforts initially required a sample ex-
change program be performed with a recognized laboratory
to establish, validate, and periodically revalidate laboratory-
specific conversion factors for proper alignment to the IS.10

In 2010, the World Health Organization generated a limited
set of primary reference materials with values reported on
the IS to bring improved comparability of test results be-
tween sites.11 This material was made available to certain
manufacturers to produce secondary materials aligned to the
World Health Organization primary standards. Calibrators
aligned to the primary reference standard set in this manner
have been shown to be effective materials for laboratories to
generate their own conversion factor and report directly on
the IS without sample exchange.17e19 Because the analyte
for monitoring CML is RNA, ARQ technology is particu-
larly well suited for the generation of secondary BCR-ABL1
standards as it accounts for the relative batch run efficiency
of the RT step.11 In our experience, RT is a large source of
variation in gene expression assays that is not adequately
addressed by using plasmids or other DNA-based controls
and calibrators.22

A master lot of 2RM was generated using ARQ tech-
nology and aligned to the World Health Organization pri-
mary reference materials (1RM) (Figure 1). The 2RM set is
then used to align manufactured, tertiary calibrators (3RM)
in each batch of kit to the World Health Organization
standards, maintaining traceability of the %IS and MR
values of every specimen without the need for laboratory-
specific conversion factors. This assay was, thus, the first
FDA-cleared BCR-ABL1 test to report specimen values
directly on the IS.

ABL1 was chosen as the endogenous control gene
because the Europe Against Cancer Program study deter-
mined that ABL1 is one of the few suitable control genes to
normalize BCR-ABL1 transcript levels in myeloid cells, and
ABL1 is the most commonly used endogenous control gene
in tests.23,24 A limitation of the use of this endogenous
control gene is that the analyte of interest, BCR-ABL1
transcript, contains the ABL1 sequence; therefore, BCR-
ABL1 signal may contribute to the total signal observed
for the endogenous control gene. Although the effect is
predicted to be negligible at low analyte levels, at extremely
high levels (eg, shortly after diagnosis), the overall %IS is
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predicted to read lower than expected. The linearity study
demonstrated a linear range of MR0.3 (50%IS) to MR4.7
(0.002%IS), indicating that any bias in measurement at high
BCR-ABL1 content is trivial at levels relevant for disease
monitoring. This performance characteristic is especially
important as interest increases in studying early molecular
response against a patient-specific baseline.25

Indefinite treatment of CML patients with TKI therapy
was long considered the standard management practice for
CML.26 Although the TKIs for CML are generally well
tolerated, toxicities are well documented and sometimes
require adjustments in treatment.27 Furthermore, the eco-
nomic burden on patients and the health care system from
the indefinite use of TKI therapy is a growing health care
industry concern.28,29 Ongoing clinical trials have shown
that treatment-free remission (TFR) for patients who have
experienced prolonged deep molecular response offers a
possible solution to both problems.30,31 Therefore, the Na-
tional Comprehensive Cancer Network released new
guidelines for BCR-ABL1 qPCR monitoring tests that are
sensitive enough to detect at least a 4.5-log reduction from
the IS baseline (MR4.5, 0.0032%IS) to identify candidates
for TFR (https://www.nccn.org/professionals/physician_gls/
PDF/cml.pdf). Presented herein are the validated
performance characteristics of an assay with LOD and
quantitation both at MR4.7 (Figure 2 and Tables 1 and 2),
surpassing the recent 2018 National Comprehensive Cancer
Network guidelines (https://www.nccn.org/professionals/
physician_gls/PDF/cml.pdf).
Although the lower limits of detection and quantitation

are among the most critical parameters for BCR-ABL1
monitoring, National Comprehensive Cancer Network
guidelines specify several clinically relevant milestones
spanning a large dynamic range up to 10%IS (MR1.0).
Thus, it is important that such a test maintain linearity across
a large range of values, ideally exceeding four orders of
magnitude. Herein, a validated linear range was established
between MR0.3 and MR4.7 (50%IS to 0.002%IS, respec-
tively) (Figure 3). In addition, the single-site and multisite
precision studies validated that the repeatability, within-site
precision, and multisite precision of the test were consis-
tently high across the linear range of the test, demonstrating
that the test produces reliable measurements at all clinically
relevant levels (Table 2 and Supplemental Tables S1 and
S2). Targeting MR4 allowed us to validate precision to a
level of analyte a full log below the medical decision point
of MR3 (MMR) that was also used in our clinical trials as
well as in the pivotal IRIS trial.7 This provided analyte
targeted at high (MR1), low (MR4), and multiple levels in
between. The low (MR4) level was assessed in response to
an indication of precision at deeper response levels that were
emerging in anticipation of investigation of TFR. Because
deep molecular response at MR4.5 is now used to identify
patients who are eligible to attempt TFR, the precision of an
assay at the level of analyte has become a critical topic. The
LOD study’s data were reviewed to obtain an estimate at
jmd.amjpathol.org - The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics
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Analytical Validation of BCR-ABL1 Test
MR4.5. Two specimens measured a mean of MR4.5 with
100% positive detection: one with an SD of 0.22 (n Z 60)
and another with an SD of 0.26 (n Z 60), both of which
were detected in 100% of the replicates.

In quantitative tests, the amount of replication required is
informed by analytical sensitivity and precision. Using
fewer replicates requires less reagent volume, maximizes
qPCR plate and instrument use, and requires less specimen
RNA. Most laboratory-developed tests recommend replicate
testing because of concerns that imprecision will lead to
error in distinguishing clinical cut points. For qPCR-based
assays designed to monitor BCR-ABL1 transcripts at deep
MR levels (ie, MR � 4.5), specific preanalytical recom-
mendations have been published to achieve amounts of
RNA from patient whole blood samples suitable for such
test sensitivity.8,20 Namely, EDTA whole-blood samples
should be processed quickly after collection (up to 72
hours), with a target of 2 � 107 nucleated cells per RNA
isolation. In the present studies, the precision of the system
was validated in the context of singleton testing. This
approach lessens the burden of RNA isolation from clinical
samples in comparison to other methods that rely on repli-
cate testing. Moreover, despite the challenges in obtaining
sufficient human materials to generate such large-scale
challenge panels, the overwhelming majority of the valida-
tion data herein were derived from human peripheral blood
specimens rather than cell lineederived RNA or other
contrived materials (eg, in vitro transcripts or plasmids).
Human peripheral blood specimens were used extensively
during assessment of the test’s analytical performance to
ensure maximum commutability with clinical blood speci-
mens, eliminate the concern of noncomparability with
commonly used cell line RNA, and ensure that users of the
assay can expect similar performance when monitoring
clinical CML patients.

There are certain limitations of the system validated in
this study. For example, the use of RNA extracted from
bone marrow aspirates or monitoring of Philadelphia-
positive precursor acute lymphoblastic leukemia was not
validated. Additional studies would be required to extend
monitoring for these applications. Furthermore, the test is
only designed to detect, but not distinguish between, the
BCR-ABL1 fusion transcripts e13a2 (b2a2) and e14a2 (eg,
sb3a2). The ability to detect other fusion transcripts has not
been evaluated beyond those described in this report. Hence,
it does not detect minor (e1a2), micro (e19a2), or rare
(e13a3) breakpoints, microdeletions, or mutations. There-
fore, the test does not cover the <1% of CML cases that are
defined by the minor breakpoint. The validation studies
were performed on only one instrument model (7500 Fast
Dx Instrument). Additional studies have been performed
with comparable performance on the cobas z 480 instrument
(Roche, Basel, Switzerland) (data not shown), but this
application has not been cleared by the FDA.

Another consideration in the achievement of the level of
analytical sensitivity disclosed in this report, each RT
The Journal of Molecular Diagnostics - jmd.amjpathol.org
requires at least 1000 ng RNA in �10 mL. Although this is
generally possible with traditional methods (TRIzol and
alcohol precipitation), it can be difficult to achieve with
more recent methodsdespecially automated methods that
are locked into high-volume (and, therefore, low-
concentration) elutions. Furthermore, RNA quality and
quantity can affect the results; for example, samples of low
OD 260/OD 230 ratios (below approximately 1.2) have
been observed to interfere with detection of passive refer-
ence dye, which may lead to software errors and/or mis-
quantification (data not shown). And, as with any
quantitative system, patients with low levels of BCR-ABL1
transcript (MR >4.7 or %IS <0.002%) may be reported as
undetected (sufficient ABL). Hence, an undetected result
does not preclude the presence of low levels of leukemic
cells in the patient.

From a regulatory perspective, the kit validated in these
studies is compliant with the special controls issued recently
by the FDA for BCR-ABL1 quantitation tests. Specifically,
21 CFR 866.6060(b)(3) lays out multiple requirements,
including those critical for analytical consideration. The
system must incorporate an RT-qPCR test with results on
the IS for monitoring CML. Analytical validation must
include sensitivity (as LOB, LOD, and LOQ), specificity
(including interference and cross-contamination), kit sta-
bility, multisite precision, linearity, and reportable range.
All of these were determined for system and reported
hereindwith the exception of interference and stability,
both of which passed predetermined specifications (data not
shown). Of importance, the regulation states that the “device
output must include results on the International Scale (IS)
and your assay must include multipoint calibration controls
traceable to a relevant international reference panel (eg, the
World Health Organization International Genetic Reference
Panel for quantitation of BCR-ABL mRNA).” The cali-
brators in the kit are across four points designed to reca-
pitulate the approximate CT values seen with the kit when
using the World Health Organization primary reference
materials.

In the future, additional clinical and analytical studies
may be of interest for the system. For example, predicting
successful TFR is of increased interest because recent
studies show 40% to 60% of patients relapsing within the
first 6 months of TKI cessation.31 Does a test with this
level of analytical sensitivity make higher-confidence
predictions of TFR and more sensitive monitoring for
early post-cessation relapse? In addition, a validation of
diagnostic use may be helpful to reduce the cost and
burden of the diagnostic workup on a new CML patient.
Extension of the test to diagnose and monitor
Philadelphia-positive acute lymphoblastic leukemia may
also provide cost, workflow, and clinical benefits. In
conclusion, analytical validation demonstrated that the
test performs with high precision, accuracy, reportable
range, specimen stability, robustness, and analytical
sensitivity.
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